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Camargo Strengthens Research Team and Therapeutic Expertise
(Cincinnati, Ohio; July 23, 2014) – Camargo Pharmaceutical Services, a leading drug
development organization specializing in the 505(b)(2) approval pathway, expands its research
team and therapeutic expertise with the addition of Dr. Wen-Yee Choi, Dr. Jillian Orans, Dr.
Vien Lai and Kathryn Kemme.
Choi and Orans completed Camargo’s spring 2014 postdoctoral internship program and
now join the company as research scientists. Choi specializes in cardiovascular medicine,
including cardiac regeneration and bench-to-bedside research. Her work on microRNA stem cell
research is featured in numerous publications and presentations and is the subject of a pending
patent, “Methods of Increasing Gene Expression Through RNA Protection.”
Orans has extensive experience in DNA mismatch repair in hereditary colon cancer,
bacterial fitness and pathogenesis in infectious disease, and excels in using macromolecular
crystallography to study the structural biology and biochemistry of proteins and nucleic acids.
Lai also joins Camargo as a research scientist with a focus on stem cell research and
cardiovascular disease. His post-graduate training is focused on clinical medicine — specifically
internal medicine, acute and emergency medicine, oncology and cardiovascular surgery.
As associate director of chemistry, manufacturing and control (CMC), Kemme provides
direction and technical support for partnering contract manufacturing organizations. She has
repeatedly conducted successful preapproval inspection readiness audits and gap analysis, and
is proficient in project management, product transfer initiatives and scale-up.
“These individuals expand our capabilities and depth of skill in key therapeutic areas,”
said Ken Phelps, president and CEO. “More so than ever, our team has the extensive
knowledge and background needed to provide effective development solutions to our clients.”

About Camargo Pharmaceutical Services
Camargo Pharmaceutical Services is your full-service drug development partner specializing in the
505(b)(2) process. Before development even begins, we verify profit potential by working with
your team to develop a comprehensive program and timeline complete with important milestones and
cost objectives. We manage every facet of the plan throughout your development continuum, from
feasibility assessments, formulation and testing the drug product, to conducting preclinical and clinical
studies, to final submission. Connect with Camargo on LinkedIn, the President’s blog or visit
www.camargopharma.com for more information.
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